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Transnational Film Production and the Tourist Gaze: 
On Hou Hsiao-hsien’s Café Lumière and Flight of the 
Red Balloon
Elliott Shr-tzung Shie
National Tsing Hua University, Taiwan
Introduction
A close association of cinema with transnationalism can be traced 
back as far as the genesis of cinema itself. The year of 1896, one year after 
the inception of cinema, also marks “the beginning of film consumption 
and distribution of an essentially transnational nature in China” (Lu 1997, 
2). In the twenty-first century, however, the conditions of production, dis-
tribution, and consumption of cinema have developed into a new stage of 
intensity that reflects the impact of advanced capitalism, new media, and 
communication technologies, as well as the increasing mobility and move-
ment of human resources by way of immigration, exile, and travel. Under 
such circumstances, the paradigm of national cinema, if not entirely obso-
lete and disposable, has reached its limit in accounting for films that cross 
national borders and linguistic boundaries. In Hou Hsiao-hsien’s 侯孝賢 
(1947−) case, Café Lumière 珈琲時光 (2003) and Flight of the Red Bal-
loon 紅氣球 (Le Voyage du Ballon Rouge) (2007) (hereafter, Flight) stand 
out as being both exemplary and exceptional.1 The former is set in Tokyo, 
1  Hou’s film project, cosponsored by a Japanese company, started with the third of 
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and all the characters speak Japanese, while the latter is set in Paris and 
stars the famous French actress Juliette Binoche. Both films lack significant 
Taiwanese elements, even though they were directed by Hou and, for the 
most part, produced by a Taiwanese film crew. These two films exemplify 
for Song Hwee Lim the increasingly common practice of transnational and 
translingual filmmaking, challenging “the national model” in the discipline 
of film studies and deterritorializing “the linqua-centric model” of Sino-
phone cinema (Lim 2011, 39−40). 
Beyond the obsession with nation-building in film historiography, 
Lim highlights the priority and centrality of film’s own agency and propos-
es a “minor historiography” that inquires into “the formal, aesthetic and 
generic qualities as well as the industrial, economic and social functions of 
the medium at local, national, regional and global levels” (Lim 2011, 39). 
This article then presents a modest attempt to interrogate the dynamics of 
transnational coproduction and cinematic representation through a case 
study of Hou’s Café Lumière and Flight. As a filmmaker of worldwide re-
nown, Hou was invited to make these two transnational films with funding 
from overseas sources. The funding was offered in an age of “place wars,” 
in which regions anxiously competed for economic survival with other re-
gions in the world to make businessmen and tourists aware of its distinct 
advantages and attractions (Hall 2004, 284−86). Foreign investors appear 
his Taiwan Trilogy, Good Men Good Women 好男好女 (1995), from which the 
second coproduced film Goodbye South, Goodbye 南國再見，南國 (1996) en-
sued. Like his early works, both films engage with Taiwan’s history and contem-
porary society, making no reference to Japanese elements whatsoever. Flower of 
Shanghai 海上花, coproduced by Shochiku Studios and Hou’s own company in 
1998, shifts its focus from Taiwan to late-nineteenth-century Shanghai, where all 
characters speak various Chinese dialects, but this time the film does involve a Jap-
anese actress impersonating a Chinese courtesan. As for Hou’s French connection, 
Millennium Mambo 千禧曼波 (2001) and Three Times 最好的時光 (2005) were 
coproduced by French film companies, but both films contain no French characters 
or scenes set in France.
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motivated to promote their own national cultures, enhance the visibility of 
specific cities, and increase the cultural capital of particular cinematic leg-
acies.2 In return for the funding, the director may have agreed to these un-
stated purposes covertly or overtly and thus filmed on location because this 
was the least onerous requirement placed on him. The foreign investments 
did not necessarily equate to direct intervention of the filming process, but 
examining the outlooks of these two films, one cannot help but notice the 
power exchange of economic factors, the cinematic representation of the 
cities, and a touristic mode of spectatorship at work.
Although the current phase of globalization implies the dissolution 
of national boundaries and a decline in nation-states as regulatory power, 
the transnational order, as Chris Berry succinctly puts it, “develops out of 
rather than against the international order of nation-states” (Berry 2011, 
12). Within such a dialectical relationship, the concept of transnational-
ism highlights rather than dispenses with national or regional identities. 
From this perspective, I will consider three issues related to transnational 
art-house film production. First, because both of Hou’s films appear to be 
non-Taiwanese and could thus be simplistically classified as a Japanese and 
a French film, respectively, he employs the device of intertextuality and 
surrogate characters who represent his identity as Taiwanese, Chinese or 
Oriental, so as to make the films transnational rather than national. Sec-
ond, like many directors facing the challenge of being an outsider—a visi-
tor or even just a tourist in Tokyo or Paris—Hou utilizes earlier canonical 
opuses as mediators to represent the foreign, distant, and unfamiliar places. 
This makes it important to look at earlier films or artworks that pertain 
to Tokyo and Paris as pre-visit references and to consider their influence 
on Hou’s interpretation of the real-world cities. Third, standing for Hou’s 
presence behind the scenes, these surrogate characters, although not tour-
2 An interesting articulation can be found in Julian Stringer‘s discussion of the inter-
national film festivals and their aspirations to promote the images of global cities in 
the world market, see Stringer 2008, 139.
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ists themselves per se, lead the audience to wander and navigate the streets 
of Tokyo and Paris, not so different from what a tour guide would do. Hou’s 
camera and cinematic gaze, therefore, inherit certain tourist characteristics 
that enable the audience to consume the local diversity and place-specific 
differences of cities on screen while reducing the complexity of power re-
lations embedded in the host society into a flattened, impressionistic, and 
picturesque representation. On the whole, this article attempts to reexam-
ine the multiple forms of displacement in and of the film to which the new 
historical era gave rise, and thereby critically engage with the questions of 
transnational capital flow, global tourism and spectatorship, and textual 
migration in the case of intertextuality. 
Café Lumière: A City Symphony of Modern Tokyo and Its Discontent
Funded and invited by Shochiku Studios, Hou made his first foreign-lan-
guage film, Café Lumière, in 2003 as an homage to Japanese film master 
Ozu Yasujiro for the centennial of his birth. Scholars agree that Café Lu-
mière was never meant to be an imitation of Tokyo Story (1953) or any 
other Ozu film; instead, it reformulates and recreates a new Tokyo story of 
its own with Hou’s cinematic signature and authorial style (Lin 2007, 163; 
Lin 2014, 108−16; Sing 2010, 20−22; Needham 2006, 373). But as a film 
entirely set in Japan and in Japanese, the question remains: what are the 
ways by which Hou ingeniously inserts the surrogate for his identity as Tai-
wanese so as to make his Japanese film transnational rather than national? 
The heroine, Yoko, a half-Taiwanese and half-Japanese writer, has just re-
turned from Taiwan to her apartment in Tokyo and continues her research 
project on the Taiwanese musician Jiang Wen-ye 江文也 (1910−83), who 
had studied music in Japan and won a major award at the Olympic Com-
petition in Berlin in 1936 for his musical work Formosan Dance (Wang 
2015, 193−236). Jiang was recognized for his talent as a composer during 
his time but has been long forgotten by contemporary Taiwanese and Jap-
anese audiences. Through her research, Yoko tours Tokyo as if for the first 
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time and, like a Benjaminian flaneur and an urban archeologist, not only 
restores a historical sense that disappeared due to urbanization and mod-
ernization but also uncovers a hidden history of Japan–Taiwan relations. 
In the search for traces of Jiang’s life in Tokyo, not only is Yoko’s hy-
brid identity brought to light, but her relationship with a Taiwanese man 
and her pregnancy is also revealed to her parents in the countryside; to 
her close friend Hajime, owner of a second-hand bookshop; and to the 
audience. In a later scene, Yoko’s interview with Jiang Wen-ye’s wife, who 
is apparently Japanese, also foregrounds an age-old example of interethnic 
and border-crossing marriage. In fact, Yo Hitoto, a singer to whom Hou 
assigned the role of Yoko, is herself half-Japanese and half-Taiwanese. All 
these transnational marriages and hybrid descendants are not intended as 
trivial tidbits, but to stand for the hybrid nature of Café Lumière as a trans-
national film. Just as Jiang foregrounded his identity in the title of his mu-
sical piece Formosan Dance, so Hou intentionally highlights in his Japanese 
film a Taiwanese presence, comprising, for example, the hybrid Yoko and 
her unborn baby, traces of Jiang’s past life and even a voice message in Chi-
nese left on Yoko’s home phone. On the other hand, just as with the musi-
cal piece that Jiang composed in Japan, so Hou’s Café Lumière could never 
be produced without Ozu’s film classics and the investment from Shochiku 
Studios. From the colonial period to the new millennium, from Formosan 
Dance to Café Lumière, Hou not only pays homage to Ozu but also cele-
brates the ongoing cooperation between Japan and Taiwan.
If Yoko partly stands for Hou’s Taiwanese identity in the film, she 
also serves as a surrogate observer for Hou as an outsider and even a tourist 
in Tokyo. As John Urry suggests, the configuration of tourism often in-
volves spending leisure time in foreign places, where “a limited breaking 
with established routines and practices of everyday life” is enabled and one 
frequently encounters scenes and events that are out of the ordinary (Urry 
2002, 2). As a resident of Tokyo and a native in Japan, Yoko remains in 
normal sites of residence and work, ostensibly incompatible with a tourist 
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identity. Nonetheless, she has just returned from one of her frequent trips 
to Taiwan and, traversing Tokyo and following the fragments of Jiang Wen-
ye’s life, she in fact perceives Japan anew, not unlike a foreign tourist. In this 
regard, the Yoko character and her journey have an intertextual relation-
ship with Taiwanese writer Zhu Tianxin’s 朱天心 novella The Old Capital 
古都 (1996), in which the heroine returns from Kyoto and begins to wan-
der around Taipei and to view her birthplace as a palimpsest (Zhu 2007, 
111−218). Pretending to be a foreign tourist, the heroine, with the aid of a 
Kyoto map, rediscovers or uncovers Taipei’s colonial past and laments the 
disappearance of locales that functioned as the anchors of personal and 
collective memories. Likewise, Yoko experiences Tokyo as a liminal space, 
both ordinary and extraordinary, in her search for Jiang’s traces when the 
familiar landscape is recurrently estranged within a newly founded postco-
lonial context. 
Moreover, through Yoko as a cinematic and narrative focalizer, the 
camera is able to navigate the urban landscape of Tokyo, excavating its for-
gotten memories and buried history and, more importantly, showing the 
everyday spectacle to the audience’s tourist gaze. Referring to John Urry’s 
concept of the tourist gaze, I do not mean to reduce half-blood Yoko’s am-
bivalent position and multiple identities into a one-dimensional practi-
tioner of mass tourism; nor do I attempt to collapse the distance between 
tourist practices in real life and the film-mediated tourist gaze that the im-
mobile audience may obtain through the lens of the camera. However, I do 
intend to emphasize the internalized tourist gaze implicated in and aug-
mented by the cinematic apparatus that leads the audience to continuously 
move through space and perpetually perceive the mundane, the ordinary, 
and the everyday as unusual and peculiar. Through this lens, this alternative 
everyday life may not appear spectacular, but it still serves as the object 
of the gaze: a spectacle to the extent that a native’s banality and boredom 
can be turned into a source of pleasure in the eyes of the tourist beholder 
(Kincaid 1988, 18−19).  
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Like a tourist, or even being a tourist, Hou visits Tokyo with antic-
ipation and observes with an a priori framework of reference, but Hou, 
the filmmaker, is never a random sightseer. He concludes the tour with a 
film production that brings disconnected images into resonance, a some-
how coherent representation of Tokyo in his own way. Like Edward Yang’s 
楊德昌 impression of the enormous train network in Yi Yi 一一 (2000), 
the traffic network of Tokyo upon which Hou builds his film constitutes 
a city symphony, visually as well as aurally, resonating with Jiang’s musical 
piece from nearly 70 years ago. Equally important is the Lumière brothers’ 
short film “Arrival of a Train at the Station” (1895), which is a resource and 
reference point for Café Lumière. Apart from being the symbolic origin 
of world cinema, the Lumières’ film prefigures the city-symphony genre 
that came to be known in the 1920s. Walther Ruttmann’s Berlin, Sympho-
ny of a Great City (1927), for instance, provides a cross section of urban 
life in daytime and nighttime, capturing the geometric shapes of machines, 
buildings, and traffic vehicles as well as the hustle and bustle of the streets, 
theaters, and clubs. Both the Lumière brothers’ newsreel-like documenta-
tion of urban life and the experimental city-symphony genre represent the 
multiplicity of the city, the rhythm of daily life, and the fleeting nature of 
the modern world. In light of this generic convention, Hou’s Café Lumière 
can be viewed as a city symphony of contemporary Tokyo that is concen-
trated on traffic flow, audial flow, human flow, and object flow, all of which 
amount to the flow of life itself.   
The beginning scene of Café Lumière points to the significance of dif-
ferent kinds of flow in a city. As the shot fades in, a train, along with its 
sound, appears on the screen; as the shot fades out into the dark, the train 
also moves off-screen, and the sound fades away. The fading in and out of 
the shot designates the flow of time that takes place when human beings 
continually take journeys from one place to another, from sunrise to sunset, 
and eventually from birth to death. In retrospect, the moving train of the 
opening scene represents the traffic, human, and audial flows and succinct-
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ly summarizes the main theme of the film: the unstoppable flow of life, a 
theme that Hou sequentially elaborates through a diversity of flows that 
intersect and intermingle. 
Central to the city-symphony genre is the traffic flow, which consti-
tutes the vitality, complexity, and heterogeneity of a modern metropolis. 
In addition to the train network that impressed Edward Yang and Hou 
Hsiao-hsien, cars, shuttles, trucks, and bicycles are also integrated into the 
complex traffic network of Tokyo’s urban landscape. Along with the re-
curring images of traffic and vehicles, the audial representations of traffic 
noises and the characters’ dialogues add up to both the exterior and interi-
or soundscape of the city. For instance, the phone calls in the film function 
to reveal significant information about Yoko and her uncertain condition, 
but the ringing of phones also contributes to the audial flow of the film. 
A peculiar example is when Yoko returns to her parents’ place, and her 
stepmother misses a phone call. This ringing phone does not intervene or 
help develop the plot, nor do the subsequent sequences provide any infor-
mation about who was calling or for what reason; it merely heightens the 
sound in an otherwise quiet domestic space where Yoko and her stepmoth-
er have short and occasional conversations, but her father mostly remains 
passive and silent. Apart from the opening scene, Emilie Yeh has divided 
the rest of the film into six days (Yeh 2014, 143−45). On each day, with the 
exception of the last, we hear at least one phone ringing. Thus it is almost 
impossible to assume that this anonymous phone call on day two is simply 
a contingent occurrence rather than one made intentionally by the director 
as part of the design of the sound flow throughout the film. 
Walking in the city, Yoko and her occasional companion Hajime 
leave their footprints in various places, such as bookstores and cafés, in 
juxtaposition to the historical traces Jiang left behind. The human flows 
that urban walkers of different generations create once paralleled each 
other but now converge in Yoko’s search—a search that bridges the past 
and the present. In her search for Jiang’s life stories and footprints, Yoko 
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can also be identified as a traveler. Not only does she travel in a variety of 
vehicles inside Tokyo, but she also travels from Tokyo to her hometown 
in the countryside. In one scene, Yoko picks up her luggage from the lock-
er in the station and begins her trip back to her parents’ home. One shot 
shows Yoko’s luggage making a noise when she pulls it all the way through 
the platform. In a typical Hollywood film, this kind of long take would be 
considered redundant, but Hou keeps it intact, not so much for narrative 
function as for the construction of urban flow. The train platform serves 
as the infrastructure for traffic flow as a token of modern urban life that 
can be traced back to the Lumières’ train film. The traveler with luggage 
signals a kind of human flow, as manifested in the centrifugal trajectories 
of pedestrians in a station. The noise generated by the luggage rolling on 
the ground coheres with the restless audial flow of the urban environment. 
Finally, the luggage, when considered as a prop, helps make up a series of 
object transactions in the film. 
The triviality of the luggage in the scene draws our attention to vari-
ous objects, and their exchanges or transactions as the plot unfolds. At first, 
Yoko appears in the cramped apartment doing laundry, where she gives a 
gift she brought from Taiwan to her neighbor. Immediately thereafter, 
Yoko sets off to bring another gift—a watch—to Hajime, and Hajime gives 
Yoko an album by Jiang Wen-ye in return. In a later scene, Hajime finds 
the graphic book Outside, Over There, whose story about a missing baby 
has repeatedly appeared in Yoko’s dreams. Wenqi Lin has discussed the 
significance of Outside, Over There through the literary technique of mise 
en abyme in film narrative (Lin 2009, 97−106), but I would like to draw 
attention to the coffee that Yoko, upon the receipt of the graphic book as 
a gift, orders from Erika Café to repay Hajime’s favor. Unlike commodities 
deprived of “use value” and imprinted with an arbitrary price in a capi-
talist economy, the gift that Yoko brings back from Taiwan for Hajime is 
touchingly personal, bearing the mark of the giver in a symbolic manner. 
This personal imprint on the gift instills a sense of uniqueness to the gift 
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and redeems it from the homogeneity of mass-produced commodities and 
the cold rationale of a monetary system. As Marcel Mauss suggests, a gift 
exchange is reciprocal in the sense that the receiver of the gift is obligated 
to return the favor one way or another (Mauss 1970, 37−40). Unlike the 
trading of commodities, the exchange of gifts consolidates and reinforces a 
relationship and thus lays the foundation for building a community. 
In addition to the exchange of gifts, borrowing and returning daily 
items also contributes to the intimacy of a local community. In the scene 
in which Yoko’s parents visit her in Tokyo, Yoko borrows bottles and cups 
from her neighbor to serve her father sake, whereas Yoko’s stepmother 
presents a gift to the neighbor for taking care of Yoko. In a café scene, 
Yoko thanks the staff working in the restaurant for lending her an um-
brella. In a later scene, another scene that is atypical in Hollywood films, 
Yoko attempts to return the empty lunch boxes she previously ordered 
for delivery. Finding no staff in the restaurant, Yoko simply leaves the 
lunch boxes in the basket of the staff ’s bicycle in front of the restaurant. 
If the exchange of commodities represents the most reified and alienated 
aspect of human relationships, based on rational calculation, this scene 
nevertheless implies a mutual trust and a sense of a bond among the com-
munity members. The transaction of objects, including gifts, daily items, 
and commodities, does not just foreground “situations over stories,” as 
characterized by Tony Mckibbin (Mckibbin 2006); it also establishes ob-
ject flow as part of urban life and sustains a communal feeling even in a 
global metropolis like Tokyo.  
Examining Hou’s recent urban films, from Millennium Mambo 
(2001) to Café Lumière, June Yip observes that while the characters in the 
former are plagued with physical isolation, emotional estrangement, and 
spiritual rootlessness, the hero and heroine in the latter “find contentment 
amid the chaos and randomness of urban life, and take pleasure in the un-
predictable and fleeting moments of connection” (Yip 2012, 130−31). 
Likewise, Emilie Yeh asserts that Hou’s Café Lumière has rewritten Ozu’s 
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Tokyo Twilight (1957), focusing on the pregnant but unmarried Yoko as a 
solitary and independent heroine in the new millennium (Yeh, 148−49). 
Considering the prevalent images of the sinful city in film history, Café Lu-
mière’s affirmative and hopeful representation of Tokyo not only stands out 
as rare but also recalls the heritage of the city-symphony film, highlighting 
the vitality, energy, and dynamics of the city. 
Hou’s vision of Tokyo in Café Lumière suggests to most—but cer-
tainly not all—viewers a glimmer of redemption for urban life. In the final 
remarks of Paul Willemen’s article, which recognizes and praises Hou’s ar-
tistic achievement, he comments:
The peculiar combination of stasis and movement incarnated by 
communication and transport networks appears to have replaced 
the more long-term historical forcefields on display in Hou’s early 
films, as if the thickness of experienced life in Taiwan has dissolved 
somewhat, leaving instead almost abstract, graphic spaces energized 
by the potential intersection of the different kinetic rhythms of 
communicational and transport networks that simultaneously con-
nect and fix or freeze social relations (Willemen 2008, 296). 
Unlike Yip and Yeh, Willemen deplores the depthlessness of Hou’s con-
struction of abstract urban space and the disappearance of historicity that 
used to shape and transform social subjects in a particular historical cir-
cumstance. This is not to deny either Yoko’s preoccupation with forgotten 
or repressed memories in a rapidly developing metropolis or the director’s 
concern with Taiwanese history, as I-fen Wu eloquently articulated in her 
article (Wu 2008, 172−81). To put it simply, history in Café Lumière no 
longer assumes a progressive form that continuously transforms its social 
subjects into something else; rather, history and social forces have been re-
configured in spatial terms as configurational and constellational. Tokyo 
seems so well established because it has been thoroughly urbanized and 
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comfortably fused to the network of global cities. History then no longer 
progresses; history is transfigured into a flow of time that is amorphous and 
repetitious. As Hsiao-hung Chang has demonstrated, the central thrust of 
the film is the flow of time (Chang 2011b, 20−21). Nevertheless, time 
flows irresistibly in the global city of Tokyo as if in a self-enclosed space 
that compresses the past into the forever present.  
Hou’s vision of Tokyo, whether it is fortunate or unfortunate, argu-
ably results from his position as an outsider and his identity as a tourist. 
This symptom first appears in Millennium Mambo, where the protago-
nist, Vicky, fed up with dreariness and restriction in Taipei, travels to a 
small Japanese village called Yubari in Hokkaido. While the film is pri-
marily set in Taipei, a fleeting scene of Yubari involves a utopian sensibil-
ity, bringing to the fore a sense of spirituality, stability, and cleanliness 
in a film that is otherwise replete with urban chaos, menace, and am-
bivalence. Clearly, Yubari stands in stark contrast to Taipei. Fascinated 
with Yubari’s cozy ambiance, Hou also filmed a scene at Yubari for Café 
Lumière but eventually removed it because it did not fit the urban milieu 
of the film (Zhang 2004, 57−58). It may be argued that Taipei does not 
show itself in Café Lumière, but it still serves as a prototype for compar-
ison, through which Tokyo is constructed as “contrapuntal,” in Edward 
Said’s terminology, concerning the double bind of exile (Said 2000, 148). 
If Tokyo is nearly a utopia by comparison with Taipei, then the scene in 
Yubari would have been superfluous and redundant—Tokyo is already 
itself a utopia.    
As to the relationship between the Japanese Empire and colonial Tai-
wan, Hou’s film may be guilty of softening the harsh reality of colonialism 
into something innocent, such as cultural heritage and trans-regional co-
operation. Fragmented and episodic, the subtext of Jiang Wen-ye’s life sto-
ries never moves beyond a personal obsession with the past to the contra-
dictions and ambivalence of colonial Taiwan, as was so forcefully discussed 
in Leo Ching’s book, Becoming Japanese (Ching 2001). Even the transna-
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tional marriages, intimate relationships, and hybrid identities are rarely 
anything innocent, but products of colonial displacement and postcolonial 
migration. In Hou’s cinematic representation, the aftermath and legacy of 
Japanese colonialism is more or less displaced into the background so that a 
somehow universal theme of human relationships and their disintegration 
is brought to the fore. While Hou is attentive to the nicety of colonial lega-
cy, the operation of displacement often leads to the fading-out of historical 
specificities and complexities.  
As an outsider and even a tourist, Hou seems incapable of fathoming 
the power relations embedded in a foreign city and is suspected of ideal-
izing Tokyo as a womblike city. At first, Yoko and Hajime pass each other 
on parallel tracks, but at the end, they coincidently encounter each other 
again—their love at last sight proves in fact not to be the last. Furthermore, 
just as Jiang Wen-ye is a musician, Hajime also works with sounds—he 
records the sounds of trains at various locations in Tokyo and integrates 
them into his artwork. While coming to check on Yoko when she is sick, he 
knocks on her front door and thereby produces a rhythm. The resemblance 
of Jiang Wen-ye and Hajime in terms of their musical interests leads us to 
wonder if Hajime is the reincarnation of Jiang Wen-ye, as Yoko’s search for 
the former ends with finding the latter. As Yoko and Hajime stand togeth-
er on the platform after getting off the train, another train passes by and 
blocks them intermittently, only reaffirming their existence as a city’s child 
encircled and safeguarded by train cars of all sizes and colors, as seen in Ha-
jime’s digital artwork. As Song Hwee Lim incisively points out, the baby/
fetus inside the artwork is unable to see but can recognize the train sounds 
and the ticks of a watch that is put around his neck (Lim 2016, 52). This 
aurality, by “reformulating linear time as cyclical time,” domesticates Yoko’s 
“fear of pregnancy” and harbors “a future in shared domesticity” for Yoko 
and Hajime (Lim 2016, 53−54). Compared with the hopeless car crash 
that ends Goodbye South, Goodbye (1996), Café Lumière’s happy ending 
strikes us as optimistic and unusual. 
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Flight of the Red Balloon: The Construction of French 
Culture and Flattening of Power Relations
Before he made Café Lumière in Japan, Hou did not himself believe in the 
possibility of making a good film in a foreign country because he felt know-
ing every detail of a place was the precondition for representing its “authen-
tic” ambiance (Zhang 2008, 38). Invited by the Musée d’Orsay to shoot his 
second foreign film, Hou again took on the challenge of familiarizing the 
unfamiliar and domesticated the strangeness of Paris and French culture 
by resorting to previous opuses as mediators. As a result, American writer 
Adam Gopnik’s book Paris to the Moon and Albert Lamorisse’s 1956 short 
film The Red Balloon mediate and facilitate the making of Flight of the Red 
Balloon half a century later. Centered on the life of a middle-class French 
family, Hou’s story of the red balloon is seen through the eyes of a Chinese 
student of cinema, Song Fang, who is from Beijing. The protagonist, Su-
zanne ( Juliette Binoche), is a divorced mother who works dubbing mario-
nettes in a theater and lives alone with her beloved son, Simon, for whom 
she hires Song as a nanny. Also sharing Suzanne’s two-story apartment is 
her tenant, Marc, who has not paid rent for a long time, thus forcing Su-
zanne into a difficult dilemma. Suzanne wants to be rid of her deadbeat 
tenant so that her daughter, Louise, can move in downstairs, but Louise is 
living with her grandfather in Brussels and shows no interest in returning. 
In addition to taking care of Simon and shooting her own film, there is a 
scene in which Song serves as an interpreter for Suzanne when she invites 
a puppeteer nicknamed Master Ah Zhong (Li Chuanchan) from Taiwan 
to France for a visit. In real life, Li Chuanchan is the second son of pup-
pet master Li Tianlu, and his appearance in the film references Hou’s The 
Puppetmaster 戲夢人生 (1993), a biopic about the life of Li Tianlu. The 
French marionette in the film is also self-reflexive and adapted from a Yuan 
Dynasty drama, but in a reverse fashion, the marionette mirrors Hou’s con-
temporary adaptation of French director Albert Lamorisse’s The Red Bal-
loon. Whereas these elements of reflexivity and reference are interpreted as 
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a transnational homage, as cinema revisited or as a transcultural “folding” 
of the East and the West (de Villier 2010), Song and Li obliquely display 
Hou’s identity and assert that the film is not purely French but rather Si-
no-French, in Michelle Bloom’s terms (Bloom 2014, 37−56).  
In Hou’s Flight, Song is an outsider who quietly observes the French 
family while looking after Simon. Occasionally accompanied by Simon, 
Song tours the city of Paris and makes her own short film, entitled The Red 
Balloon. Metaphorically speaking, Song and the red balloon that appears 
every now and then in the film stand for each other. As Jim Hoberman 
points out, “Like the balloon, Song is round-faced and benign, a preternat-
urally calm, solitary, self-contained observer” (Hoberman 2018). In terms 
of film narrative, just as Song wanders around to shoot her own film, so 
does the red balloon, sometimes free to roam in the sky and sometimes 
transfigured into an image on the façade of a building, leading the camera 
to navigate the city and showing the audience the urban landscape of Paris 
in long shots. Both Song and the red balloon substitute for Hou’s bystand-
er point of view, revealing the life of a French family and the landscape of 
Paris, the capital of France. 
As an international student living a long time in Paris, Song presum-
ably differs from an occasional tourist in terms of her emotional investment 
and intellectual expectations. But at her first appearance in the film, Song 
reveals certain tourist characteristics. After being introduced by Suzanne to 
Simon, Song accompanies Simon to a bakery. On their way, Song finds the 
image of a red balloon on the sidewall of a building interesting and stops 
to shoot the scene with her digital camera. As a resident of Paris, Simon is 
waiting, bored, on the sidewalk; once Song notices this, she switches the 
focus to Simon and videotapes him all the way to a café, where he then 
plays pinball by himself. This sequence no doubt makes reference to Lam-
orisse’s short film, in which a boy and a red balloon, for the most part, con-
stitute the cast. Song’s action also recalls the female protagonist Xinghui 
(played by Feng Feifei, a famous Taiwanese singer in the 1980s) in Hou’s 
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early commercial feature, Cheerful Wind 風兒踢踏踩 (1981). At the very 
beginning of this film, Xinghui appears as a photographer shooting local 
landscape and everyday activities in Pescadores Islands, an archipelago of 
64 islands and islets in the Taiwan Strait near Taiwan Island. Not only are 
Song and Xinghui engaged in a typical tourist activity, they are also moti-
vated to document all walks of local life with their cameras.
When one takes photographs, it is not possible to intervene and 
participate in what is being photographed; a cameraperson is doomed to 
be a distant observer (Sontag 1977, 12). Because of Hou’s bystander per-
spective, Song, as a substitute for the director, often quietly observes the 
life of Suzanne’s family, through which the camera constructs a sense of 
Frenchness for the global audiences. First, it is Juliette Binoche, whom 
film reviewer Jim Hoberman calls “the spirit of the place,” along with her 
cluttered apartment and messy lifestyle in the film (Hoberman 2018). 
For the Taiwanese audience in particular, Binoche became a representa-
tion of France and connoted a sense of Frenchness after the release of her 
1993 film, Three Colors: Blue (Trois couleurs: Bleu), the first of the trilogy 
by the acclaimed Polish director Krzysztof Kieślowski. Second, Suzanne 
and other female characters, including Simon’s piano teacher Anna, Marc’s 
girlfriend, and even Simon’s teenage sister, all seem to dress in a similar 
style. Whether or not they are dressed according to a French fashion in the 
real world, their clothing is sexier than Song’s relatively conservative outfit, 
which is always a dark hue. This contrast helps foreground the Frenchness 
of her counterparts. 
In addition to clothing, food and culinary activities are essential ways 
in which societies distinguish themselves from each other. In the film, the 
kitchen is the locus of major conflicts between Suzanne and Marc, and it 
serves to represent French culinary culture as well. Failing to pay the rent, 
Marc and his girlfriend still have enough leisure time to cook a mutton 
stew for four hours; worst of all, they have to use Suzanne’s kitchen for this 
special dish and leave a mess and aroma afterwards. Suzanne represses her 
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anger, but only for it to explode later. Dotted through the film are culinary 
events, such as Suzanne coming home and having a biscuit, Song attempt-
ing to make pancakes for afternoon tea, and Suzanne bringing a bottle of 
red wine as a present to her male friend. All of these details add up to a 
representation of French culinary culture and instill a flavor of Frenchness 
to the film. 
Outside the apartment, there are subways, cafés, stone alleys, and a 
barge in a canal, all of which not only constitute the specific infrastructure 
of Paris but also endow the city with a historical aura and a casual atmo-
sphere. In the film’s first scene, Simon is talking to a red balloon hovering 
around the green trees near a subway entrance. After he gets on the train, 
the camera again shows the red balloon lingering at the platform, as if wait-
ing for the train. Other remarkable shots include those of the train station, 
with all its age-old iron structure. The iron bars, joined together to consti-
tute angular intersecting shapes and regular geometric forms, not only pro-
vide a sense of history but also cater to the tourist gaze of foreign visitors. 
Walking through the narrow alleys and crowded streets, Song and Simon 
entice the viewers to follow and notice cafés on the sidewalk, where Pari-
sians drink coffee and enjoy their leisure time. For the urbanites of Taipei, 
convenience stores with seats inside on which customers can drink coffee 
are essential, but sitting outdoors and drinking coffee is a typical practice 
in many European cities that is impossible to do on the streets of Taipei. As 
long as the scene is different from one’s familiar social life, there seems no 
limit to what constitutes a tourist attraction. The segments and intersec-
tions of transportation networks, such as the London Bridge, the Champs 
Elysees, and the canal of Venice, have long been tourist attractions; even 
the Paris sewer system can be scheduled on a grand tour, not only in reality, 
as documented in Dean MacCannell’s classical research on tourism (Mac-
Cannell 1976, 54−55), but also in narrative film, as seen in Tsai Ming-li-
ang’s 蔡明亮 Face 臉 (2009). 
In Hou’s Flight, the most exotic scenes to a Taiwanese viewer are the 
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moving bridge that Simon visits and the merry-go-round or roundabout 
on which children play. The bridge over the canal appears in a scene in 
which Simon gives Song a tour while recollecting his early memories of 
being with his father and sister. First, we look at the barge slowly moving 
forward in the canal, and as the barge passes by, the bridge moves back to 
its original position. The scene is shot in the Canal Saint-Martin, a popular 
destination for Parisians and tourists alike. The scene of the roundabout 
shows each of the children riding on a model horse and holding a spear 
to take turns trying to pierce it through a ring. Both scenes might look 
ordinary to a French audience, and are certainly far less spectacular than 
the tourist landmarks and historic monuments that mass tourists often 
target for sightseeing, but for sophisticated travelers or backpackers, the 
ordinariness of the host society does not detract from their experience of 
leisurely pursuits. Even the banality of the native can be easily transformed 
into a source of pleasure for those who identify themselves as individual 
backpackers rather than mass tourists. In spite of their common features, 
backpackers differ from mass tourists in their desire to engage with the host 
society and culture and immerse themselves in local, quotidian activities 
instead of simply flocking to famous attractions for quick photos and sight-
seeing (Buddhabhumbhitak 2010, 139−42). Thus, even without showing 
spectacular tourist sites, the scenes contribute to creating a Paris of alluring 
travel and leisure spaces, as well as to the satisfaction of the tourist gaze for 
a spectator of the film. 
As a foreigner, Hou Hsiao-hsien does not seem to hesitate to pro-
vide his own vision of Parisian life and to construct some kind of French-
ness. As Johnathan Culler argues, tourists are amateur semioticians; on the 
tour they persist in regarding everything as “a sign of itself, an instance of 
a typical cultural practice” (Culler 1988, 155). Thus the clothing, food, 
and urban places in the film are not merely functional, but representative 
of French culture and society. Through certain national symbols, Hou as-
signs Paris a sense of identity, thereby signifying the nation of France as a 
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whole. Although barely noticeable, a French flag, known as the Tricolour, 
appears at the beginning sequence of the film alongside the red balloon. 
Also parallel to the floating red balloon and its dangling thread is the July 
Column (Colonne de Juillet) in the Place de la Bastille, which commem-
orates the French Revolution of 1830. As mentioned before, Binoche is 
widely known in Taiwan for her role as a lonely mother surviving a car 
crash in Three Colors: Blue, and it is more than clear that Kieślowski’s color 
trilogy is themed on the revolutionary ideals of liberty, equality, and fra-
ternity. Even if it is overstated to suggest Kieslowski’s trilogy as the subtext 
of Hou’s Flight, both works establish patterns of colors that constitute the 
settings and connect events throughout the films. Hou’s film in particu-
lar seems to highlight the ideal of equality and, through its characters and 
plot, to depict France as an egalitarian society.
The film without doubt accentuates themes of the disintegration of 
family: Simon’s lonely childhood and Suzanne’s occasional helplessness as 
a single mother. Both Suzanne and Simon, at different occasions, recol-
lect their happy memories of Louise, but now Louise is gone and lives far 
away in Brussels, showing no intention to return. Their remembrance of 
the good old days gives rise to a sense of nostalgia, resonating with Hou’s 
previous films, such as Dust in the Wind 戀戀風塵 (1986) and Boys from 
Fenggui 風櫃來的人 (1983). But if we shift our focus from major to 
minor characters in the film, then one may find a certain undertone that 
stresses the ideal of equality, whereby a positive image of the larger French 
society is imprinted. In a conversation with the movers Suzanne hires to 
move her antique piano upstairs, she recognizes the danger in the job and 
pays respect to their professional performance. In a later scene, a blind tun-
er comes to retune the same piano. The camera shows Simon in a telephone 
conversation with Louise and Suzanne’s furious fight with Marc, while at 
the same time Hou’s moving camera lingers twice on the piano and the 
special kits that the tuner uses, as if to highlight his artistry. Despite being 
blind, the tuner is good at his profession and deserves the title of “artist,” 
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as a person skilled at a particular occupation. The tuner’s ability with the 
piano, one may say, is not so different from the artistry of a puppet master 
before the latter is enshrined in the pantheon of high arts. 
If the theme of equality is not expressed enough in the above exam-
ples, then we can consider Song’s job as a nanny. When Song comes to 
Suzanne’s house for the first time, she is told by Anna not to bother with 
the mess in Marc’s flat. Then we see Marc’s girlfriend come in and clean 
the mess. Later, Song tries to help Suzanne with the mess Marc and his 
girlfriend have just caused in the kitchen, but she is again stopped. Hired to 
take care of Simon, Song is never assigned additional jobs like housekeep-
ing or cleaning. In a scene in which Li Chuanchan, Suzanne, and Song take 
a train together, Suzanne gives a postcard to Li as a souvenir and recounts 
an experience she had as a babysitter in London. Song then says that it 
is common for young European girls to leave their hometowns and serve 
as nannies in foreign countries. In these scenes, there is barely a hierarchy 
between employers and employees; instead there is a sense of equality and 
mutual respect. No job is without expertise; therefore no job should be 
devalued or eliminated. Oppression and exploitation are not a theme alien 
to Hou’s previous work, but the French ideal of equality seems to figure 
prominently in Flight, as seen in the positive representation of these minor 
characters and episodes. 
This point will be unarguably clear if we compare Hou’s Flight with 
Lamorisse’s The Red Balloon, to which Hou acknowledges its indebtedness 
by calling his own film a free adaptation.3 A close examination of the two 
films, however, reveals divergences rather than resemblances. The Red Bal-
loon tells a story of a boy and a red balloon that keeps him company. At 
their initial encounter, the boy tries to grasp the thread attached to the bal-
loon, but the balloon willfully drifts away. Soon they develop a partnership 
based on equality and mutual respect: the boy lets go of the thread and the 
3 Hou’s acknowledgement of his “free adaptation” (librement adapté) of The Red 
Balloon appears between the end of the film narrative and the closing credits.
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balloon follows the boy of its own will. Following the boy everywhere on 
the streets, the balloon is denied access to his home, school, and church, 
which represent the disciplinary institutions of French society. Worse, un-
like the boy who befriends the balloon, his male classmates take pleasure in 
bullying the balloon, as they first keep a tight grip on it and then destroy it 
by throwing stones. 
If holding the thread symbolizes the discipline and control of the 
drifting balloon, then the film as a whole prompts a rethinking of power 
relations. The film is an allegory of the disciplinary and regulatory insti-
tutions of French society that exclude the balloon as “out of order” and 
that represent a masculine hierarchy, where the powerful commit violence 
against the powerless. As much as it looks like a fairy tale, the film depicts a 
bully culture that inflicts wounds on children, and it serves as a critique of 
the disciplinary nature of French social institutions. In his classic study of 
fairy tales, The Uses of Enchantment, Bruno Bettelheim suggests that read-
ing fairy tales that are not true and are impossible in reality does not just 
stimulate children’s intellect and imagination, but allows them to deal with 
the dark side of reality in a transcoded manner and to do so at their own 
pace (Bettelheim 1976, 57−58). Like fairy tales where evil is surprisingly 
omnipresent, Lamorisse’s film correspondingly allows children and adults 
alike to glimpse and apprehend the cruelty of childhood and, by extension, 
the dark side of adult society through a fantastical story. 
Although Hou’s free adaptation also implies the friendship of Simon 
and the red balloon, Hou makes a significant departure from his forerun-
ner by revolving the plot around a struggling divorced mother and her 
lonely son. The red balloon, always observed at a distance and not seen 
befriending Simon, is employed as an optical device with which the spec-
tator navigates the landscape of Paris. In this way, Hou contrives a familial 
drama that puts forward the universal themes of hardship in life, lonesome 
childhoods, and nostalgia, as seen through the eyes of a distant observer. In 
effect, Hou’s Flight is not so much an adaptation of Lamorisse’s short film 
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as an elaboration of Félix Vallotton’s 1899 painting The Ball (Le Ballon) 
at the Musée d’Orsay. The theme of a lonesome childhood in the film is 
notably inherited from the painting. Not only is “[t]he crossover between 
painting and cinema” highlighted by Simon’s discussion of the painting in 
cinematic terms, such as “high angle shot” (Bloom 2014, 52), but the film 
also represents Paris through the mediation of the painting; that is, its use 
of four primary colors, as seen in the red balloon, green trees, yellow sun-
light, and black shadows. The beginning sequence of the film contains the 
same painterly motif: the red balloon hovers by the green trees under the 
yellow sunshine, which naturally casts shadows on the ground. Throughout 
the film, the recurring red items include the front gate of the theater, the 
curtains at Suzanne’s house, and a red lamp misplaced on the floor. Green 
items appear, such as the green garbage bin in front of the gate of Suzanne’s 
apartment, the lampshade hanging above the dinner table, Song’s and Si-
mon’s green dresses toward the end of the film, and the green images in 
Song’s experimental short. In addition to shafts of sunlight that cast shad-
ows, the yellow lights in Suzanne’s apartment often work to spotlight her 
blond or yellowish hair. Not surprisingly, the film ends with Simon and his 
classmates in the museum analyzing the theme, composition, and colors of 
The Ball, reciting and completing the motif of colors anchored in the very 
first sequence. 
Chang Hsiao-hung suggests that Hou’s film transcodes its prede-
cessor’s work and submits a “dynamic image” of Paris as “a body-city, as a 
multi-pli-city” (Chang 2011a, 42). However, considered against the back-
drop of Lamorisse’s film as a poignant social critique, Hou’s adaptation 
seems only to offer a picturesque representation of Paris. Flight was first 
commissioned by the Musée d’Orsay and later funded by private French 
sources. As a Sino-French film, it stakes a place for Taiwanese cinema and, 
through the intertextual references to French masterpieces, enriches the 
patrimony of French cinema and culture while also contributing to trans-
national art-house cinema on the world stage (Bloom 2014, 37). But the 
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overseas sources of funding for the production mean that Hou cannot be 
exempt from the power relations of transnational capital and from being 
a visitor in a foreign city in search of difference and local colors. The film 
then turns the landscape into pretty pictures for consumers to enjoy as vi-
sual experiences divorced from the power relations that have always been 
built into the production of space. Such a picturesque representation elicits 
a positive image in the mind of film viewers by eschewing the dark side of 
society that is entangled with violence, inequality, and political struggle. 
Hou’s Flight thus demonstrates the degree of delicacy and intricacy an ad-
aptation can reach in the domain of art-house cinema and also exposes the 
limits of a transnational voyage that inevitably comes up short by sailing on 
the surface of deep water. 
Conclusion: Transnational Film Production and the In-
stitution of Global Tourism 
Linking individual films to the global scale of tourist practices, this arti-
cle has sought to provide a framework for the study of a particular kind 
of transnational and translingual film and to closely but critically analyze 
Hou’s two recent films: Café Lumière and Flight of the Red Balloon. Em-
ploying the hybrid identities of various characters in Café Lumière, Hou 
emphasizes the continual relationship between Taiwan and Japan from the 
colonial period to the present and represents Tokyo in a manner similar to 
that of the city-symphony genre popular in the 1920s. Combing his signa-
ture style of long takes and distant camera positioning, Hou still cannot 
avoid his outsider’s perspective, through which Tokyo is constructed as a 
utopian, womblike city that consists of timeless traffic flow, audial flow, 
human flow, and object flow. Yoko’s restless search for Jiang Wenye’s life 
traces provides the city with a sense of history, but only history as residue 
to be uncovered; in Yoko’s present-day life in Tokyo, however, history as a 
cluster of social forces ceases to transform its social subjects and milieu, as 
if history had reached its end. Similar to the utopian vision of Tokyo, the 
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city of Paris in Hou’s Flight is represented as a choreographed spectacle cel-
ebrating the cultural, political, and economic grandeur of French society 
in spite of the depiction of the major characters’ mild hardships. To further 
contrast with Lamorisse’s original version, Hou’s free adaptation strikes the 
audience with its picturesque vision of Paris and an undertone that rep-
resents the French society as egalitarian. 
Using the approach of transnational film studies, it has been argued 
that all of these accomplishments and discontents may result from the po-
litical economy of transnational coproduction and the cultural institution 
of global tourism in the new millennium. Against Walter Benjamin’s fa-
mous formulation, Gilles Deleuze writes that “what defines industrial art 
is not mechanical reproduction but internalized relation with money” 
(Deleuze 2005, 75). While space and time have become more expensive 
in the age of globalization, art has to “make itself international industrial 
art, that is, cinema, in order to buy space and time as ‘imaginary warrants of 
human capital’” (Deleuze 2005, 76). Funded by oversea sources and shot 
in remote locations, both Café Lumière and Flight are remarkable and in-
comparable works of art, but they are no exception in their entanglement 
with the money politics of transnational coproduction and cooperation. 
On one hand, the director is required to film on location to satisfy the 
explicit or implicit expectations of foreign investors. On the other, Hou, 
as a film auteur, has to assert his own identity in his foreign-language films 
through surrogate characters and devices that denote or connote his own 
indigenous ethnicity and nationality. In addition, since the tourist gaze as 
a way of seeing, thinking, and experiencing has been prevalent through the 
globalization of tourism and so internalized into everyone’s structure of 
feeling, Hou, as a Taiwanese director filming Japan and France, should not 
be free from the predicament of the tourist gaze. Filming two of the most 
touristic cities in the world, Hou cannot help but search for spectacles and 
differences in the ordinariness of the host society and turns a blind eye to 
its dark side. Such a consequence, if not inevitable, still begets the question 
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of whether or not Hou Hsiao-hsien, once the figurehead of Taiwan New 
Cinema and critical of the powers that be, might have become disembed-
ded, depoliticized, and declawed, increasingly in compliance with transna-
tional capital flow.
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